RIVER CITY ARCS SSTV NET SCRIPT
Good evening.  This is (name) (call) your net control operator for the River City
ARCS Slow Scan TV Net.  This net serves for training and practice in image
transmission modes and meets Wednesday nights at 9 pm on the N6NA repeater
on 441.30 MHz.  River City ARCS members and all licensed radio amateurs are
welcome to participate.(DROP)
If you wish to join the net or need to make a call at any time, please announce
your call sign between transmissions and net control will acknowledge you.
If an emergency should arise and you need the repeater, please contact the net
control by saying break-break. A double break signifies emergency traffic. The net
will standby for you until the emergency is terminated or the traffic is moved to
another frequency. (DROP)
Stations who wish to check in are asked to respond with their full call sign using
the recognized ITU phonetic alphabet and their name.  I will recognize each station
before continuing.(DROP)
Any station who wishes to check into the net, please come now.
[Acknowledge each station and assign them a number in order as they sign in]
[Continue below after all stations have checked in]
Here is tonight’s check-in list.
_____________ is number 1
_____________ is number 2, ….etc.
[Call each station as below in the list order.  Remember to identify your station
every 10 minutes.]
_____________, please send a picture when you are ready.
[After a picture is sent, call the other net stations by list order to describe and
discuss the picture.  Then request the sender to explain the picture]
[Repeat the above for each station on the net list to send and discuss a picture]
[Return to the top of the net list after the last station’s picture has been sent and
discussed ]
[When the net is over, proceed below to the closing announcement]
Thanks to all who participated in tonight’s SSTV net.  We hope to see you again
next Wednesday at 9:00 pm.
The net is officially closed at (local time). This is (name) (call) wishing all of you a
good evening.

